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Mickey Gallagher Los Angeles CA 90034 US 2022-11-25 "Great Location and a fantastic place for a Lifeguard History museum! Way overdue."

Karen Manfield Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-25 "We need to save this iconic part of Venice history!"

Regan Kibbee Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-25 "My friends and I have appreciated this landmark Venice Beach structure for decades. We enthusiastically support preserving it and ideally repurposing to give the public greater access!"

Sandy Dannenbaum Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-25 "We need to preserve more Venice history not erase it. That’s why we didn’t elect a developer for mayor."

Ivan Victor Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-26 "This historic and iconic building needs to be saved."

Jim wolfe Belleville IL 62220 US 2022-11-26 "I grew up in Westchester and spend a lot of time at the beach enjoying this iconic landmark. Don't make a mistake and erase history."

Carla Danes Santa Monica CA 90405 US 2022-11-26 "My friends and I have been picking up plastic found next to this beloved lifeguard station every week for three years. I just finished a 5’x5’ “painting” using some of what was collected, washed, and sorted by color, as my “medium”. Save the tower icon!! We love our beach and our lifeguards!"

Farley Ziegler santa Monica CA 90405 US 2022-11-26 "The tower represents so much history amongst our beach-loving, lifeguard appreciating community — and people all over the world who are drawn to this iconic sight. Please save the Tower & repurpose it! Thank you."

Audrye Arbe Lauderdale Lakes FL 33313 US 2022-11-26 "Save this beautiful and meaningful structure. Audrye S. Arbe"

Stacey Foxson Los Angeles CA 90291 US 2022-11-26 "Paul Foxson"

Yolanda Gonzalez Los Angeles CA 90047 US 2022-11-26 "Did my signature go thru???Yolanda"

Yolanda Gonzalez Los Angeles CA 90047 US 2022-11-26 "I am signing because we need tokeep Venice history alive."

cheryl johnson Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-26 "I’m signing to keep a piece of venice history for our current & future residents and the lifeguards who continually put their lives on the line to protect us as we enjoy the ocean. C.j."

Tim Rudnick Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-26 "I think this historic landmark would make an excellent marine museum called, the Venice Oceanarium."

Sally Geier Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-26 "I want it saved."

Sandy Berens Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-26 "The lifeguard tower is beautiful !"

Robin Murez Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-26 "yes!"

heidi lemmon los angeles CA 90066 US 2022-11-26 "heidi lemmon"

Jolie Klein Los Angeles CA 90031 US 2022-11-26 "Jk"

kate linden Sherman Oaks CA 91423 US 2022-11-27 "this is such a cool structure - my house is in far worse condition and the city won't allow me to tear it down - this is insanity. we must save it!"

Phil Blum Pasadena CA 91104 US 2022-11-27 "It's a cool building and we should appreciate and enjoy our architectural heritage"

MARK LENNON VENICE CA 90291 US 2022-11-27 "I've lived in Venice 59 years and this building is part of my childhood. My Lennon family has lived in Venice for over 100 years."

jane velezmitchell Los Angeles CA 90292 US 2022-11-27 "Unnecessary! Leave it alone!"

Brennan Lindner Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-28 "It's worth saving!"

Koert DuBois Ventura CA 93001 US 2022-11-28 "A private not-for-profit museum sounds like a great idea."

Steven Luftman Los Angeles CA 90048 US 2022-11-28 "Thank you for saving our unique history!"

Gonzo Rock Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-29 "Taking down this tower is just another short-sighted decision in a long string of asinine decisions. It will cost half a million to raise it... and 5 million plus to rebuild it."

Kristen Messina Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-29 "How about it being a site for the Venice Oceanarium?"

Seth Lichtenstein Venice CA 90291 US 2022-11-29 "Venice needs to respect its history."

Jane Lemberg Los Angeles CA 90024 US 2022-11-29 "We need to preserve the historical Venice boardwalk, its original architecture, and charm."

Jennifer Frederiksen CA 75002 US 2022-11-30 "Leave the history where it is, there are plenty of hideous buildings elsewhere to accommodate those who need them."

Carmen Fanali Santa Monica CA 90404 US 2022-11-30 "Iconic, and needed for public space. Repurpose!!!!"

Derek Robinson Bakersfield CA 93312 US 2022-11-30 "This iconic building is loaded with history and making it into a museum is the perfect fit. It has already been a home for many legends in lifeguarding."

Shawn Pourazari Woodinville WA 98052 US 2022-12-02 "I want to preserve the historical value of this building and the beauty that it adds to the surrounding area"

Carol Cheh Los Angeles CA 90008 US 2022-12-02 "Is the community planning to submit an application for historic cultural monument status? I believe there's a process you go through that can stay the demolition until you can put an application together. Here is all the info: <a href="https://planning.lacity.org/preservation-design/local-designation-process" rel="nofollow">https://planning.lacity.org/preservation-design/local-designation-process</a>. Good luck!"

Vere Sanchez Los Angeles CA 90045 US 2022-12-02 "It’s imperative to keep beach goers safe when visiting this popular destination, so I ask to please keep Venice lifeguard tower."

Bruce morgan Canoga Park CA 91304 US 2022-12-02 "The Venice Lifeguard Tower  which I knew as Division headquarters is a land mark for training lifeguards and organizing the Ocean Safety for the public for a 36 miles of public beaches during a time span of a least 50 years .The trend of erasing the identity of a vital community  landmark for fiscal or transient disruptive ideological movements is spreading across America like a virus.Creative planning can persevere this historic structure and still attend to fiscal needs .Please preserve the VENICE LIFEGUARD TOWER LANDMARK . Regards Bruce R Morgan retired ocean lifeguard 060050"

Bruce morgan Canoga Park CA 91304 US 2022-12-02 "The Venice Lifeguard Tower  which I knew as Division headquarters is a land mark for training lifeguards and organizing the Ocean Safety for the public for a 36 miles of public beaches during a time span of a least 50 years .The trend of erasing the identity of a vital community  landmark for fiscal or transient disruptive ideological movements is spreading across America like a virus.Creative planning can persevere this historic structure and still attend to fiscal needs .Please preserve the VENICE LIFEGUARD TOWER LANDMARK . Regards Bruce R Morgan retired ocean lifeguard 060050"

Edward S Schurr Venice CA 90291 US 2022-12-03 "A permanent home for the Venice Oceanarium!"

June Collins Los Angeles CA 90066 US 2022-12-03 "Because it's an iconic solution in the Venice landscape. J. Collins"

Matt Monday San Francisco CA 94123 US 2022-12-04 "I want a rate lookout post"

julie bean Los Angeles CA 90291 US 2022-12-04 "The lifeguard tower is iconic. A piece of history."

Charlotte Graham Costa Mesa CA 92626 US 2022-12-04 "The Venice Lifeguard Division tower would be the PERFECT location for our LA County Lifeguard Museum! The search for an appropriate building has been going on so long, and the Venice HQ would be amazing."

Sharon Groves San Diego CA 93131 US 2022-12-05 "I grew up close by & care about this iconic historic life guard station !!!"

Scott Coplen Los Angeles CA 90059 US 2022-12-05 "venice history should be preserved"

Kevin Leslie Granbury TX 76048 US 2022-12-06 "Kevin s leslie"

Naomi Glaubeman venice CA 90291 US 2022-12-06 "as long time resident of Venice (46 years!), I would like some serious community discussion about how the tower could be repurposed rather than demolished."

Diana Roman San Pedro CA 90731 US 2022-12-06 "History, culture and aquaculture combined! A rare treasure should not be demolished simply for convenience nor uniformity."

Marybeth Fama Venice CA 90291 US 2022-12-06 "This is an iconic building in our neighborhood and, if it can be preserved, it would be a great location for our Oceanarium."

Gail Smith Los Angeles CA 90066 US 2022-12-07 "We need this important resource!"

kathleen mulcahy Santa Monica CA 90405 US 2022-12-07 "It’s a worthy cause."

beverly leech US 2022-12-07 "We must preserve our precious history ‼ "
Terri St. Clair Granite Bay CA 95746 US 2022-12-15 "I want to save the iconic tower ! It is home !"

Kim Cooper Los Angeles CA 90031 US 2022-12-15 "An iconic feature of the liminal space between the city and the sea, this beautiful and historic tower should be preserved!"

Toma Bowen Santa Monica CA 90404 US 2023-01-03 "Because it’s a piece of history, and I lots an amazing stories out of there."

Karen Manfield Venice CA 90291 US 2023-01-04 "This is part of Venice Beach history"

Pat Dengler Los Angeles CA 90066 US 2023-01-05 "I want to see some of our history preserved!"

Lori Erlendsson Los Angeles CA 90045 US 2023-01-08 "I have always lived in Los Angeles, in the Carthay Circle area , The Jungle at the foot of Baldwin Hills, and moved to Westchester in 1968. Spending many time at our Santa Monica and Venice Beaches was the highlight of MANY outings with my children and friends"

Linda Eberle Venice CA 90291 US 2023-01-12 "I've lived in Venice since the early 80's and the lifeguard tower is an iconic structure on the beach. For a time, it was also where I voted. Using the tower to share the history makes more sense than to just tear it down."

Melinda Taylor-Ross Venice CA 90291 US 2023-01-12 "Great idea �"

Vreni Merriam Venice CA 90291 US 2023-01-14 "Not only is this our beloved landmark, it provides an important and commanding view of the whole Bay."

eduardo manilla venice CA 90291 US 2023-01-17 "We need to preserve this historical building and turn it into a space for the community!"

Brooke Jackson Venice CA 90291 US 2023-02-22 "I personally dislike the look of the tower now and find it an eyesore, and but if you are evaluating how to repurpose it and open it for public use, I'd be interested in seeing a plan."

Peter Bryan San Diego CA 92120 US 2023-04-15 "Historic lifeguard towers like these are icons that have come to representy the cities which they served.   ie:  Laguna Beach, Huntington Beach, Long Beach, Oceanside, Coronado"
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